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Description
In the Kew Book of Sugar Flowers, sugarcraft specialist Cassie Brown teaches you how to craft stunning, authentic-looking flowers and 
foliage using flower paste (gum paste). 
 
Learn how to create beautiful bouquets and stunning sprays, from the early stages of germinating your ideas – taking inspiration from 
nature and making moulds from real flowers and leaves – to creating floral cake decorations with an exotic or wild flower theme for a 
special occasion. Through clear and concise step-by-step instructions, Cassie explains every facet of crafting sugar flowers, from gaining an 
appreciation of the flower itself, to preparing the flower paste and colouring it to wiring the flowers into an attractive and realistic 
bouquet.
 
There is a veritable garden of delights to choose from, from ornate orchids to delicate daisies. The method for crafting each individual 
flower is demonstrated in stunning detail beginning with an 'exploded flower' photograph that illustrates each of the individual 
components and working through the techniques and tricks that Cassie herself applies to create her stunning floral displays.
 
The Kew Book of Sugar Flowers is the perfect book for the established sugarcrafter looking to develop their skills and take their cake-
decorating capabilities to the next level. Readers with a particular interest in flowers and plants will also love this book for its painstaking 
recreation of flora in flower paste (gum paste).

Key Selling Points
Endorsement from Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew gives this stunning book gravitas and prestige
Over 25 flowers and 10 leaves are featured, plus pine cones and chilli peppers for added interest
Airbrushing on Cakes also by Cassie Brown has sold over 3.5k copies 

About The Author
Cassie Brown is a multi-award winning cake decorator and sugarcrafter, and has written articles for cake magazines including Cake Craft 
& Decorating, Cakes & Sugarcraft, and Wedding Cakes. Since 2012 Cassie has been a professional cake judge at Cake International, the 
UK's leading cake decorating, sugarcraft and baking show held annually, and she now undertakes consultancy work with the biggest 
brands in the cake trade. She is also a craft ambassador for the Create and Craft television channel. She teaches workshops in cake 
decorating and sugarcraft both internationally and from her home in Worcestershire, UK, where she lives with her husband and three 
children.
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